
General
- please check everywhere your distances between number and unit
- please place your figures properly. Even if JINST may move them around (usually they 

don‘t!), this paper will be public also as CMS Note and there it should look nice also. 
so please avoid half-empty pages like on page 8, and pages with just 1 plot, like page 
9.



Abstract
- „a pixel sensor“ „a macro-pixel sensor“
- „stacked over each other“  perhaps „stacked on top of each other“ or some other 

re-phrasing
- „SSA provides“  „The SSA provides“
- „with MPA“  „with the MPA“

Section 1
- line 1: the comma needs to be removed
- line 4: „the total“  „a total“
- line 7: „compared to“ : this makes no sense, maybe you mean „to be compared to“ ?
- line 9: „composed of a pixel layer and a strip layer” : I think one should talk here of 

“detectors”, not “layers”
- line 9: comma needed before “will”
- line 9: reference [4] is a conference report. This is not appropriate. Please replace 

with Ref. [2] plus the Phase-1 pixel paper: 
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-0221/16/02/P02027

- line 10: “from the beam“ : maybe better to say „from the beam line“
- line 12: distance before „n_eq“ should be a small space
- line 12: I think the comma is not needed
- line 22: typo „wireboned“
- line 22 and many places: be consistent with hyphenation of „bump-bonding“ and 

„wire-bonding“; I would prefer with hyphen, please seach for string „bond“ and fix 
everywhere

- line 24: „Concatenator“  „Concentrator“  !!
- line 26: please refer to Fig. 3 earlier in this paragraph, before you describe the PS 

module, so that one can look at the figure in parallel already.
- line 26: „diagram“  „drawing“
- line 27: here you introduce HIP but you do not say what the acronym means in 

words. Either introduce it properly here or introduce the acronym later. 
- line 28: „The SSA“
- line 29: „the MPA“
- line 34: „two-SSA module“  „the 2xSSA module“
- Fig. 3: typo „Senor“ in the drawing labels
- Fig. 3 caption:

- I think „diagram“ is not the right word (twice), maybe „Exploded view“ and 
then „drawing“ or so.

- „pixel sensors“  „the pixel sensor“
- „of PS“  „of a PS“
- in general it is confusing to say „starting from the topmost layer” and then “in the 

central part of the module”. In fact you are NOT starting in the top-most layer, which 
shows the hybrids. It would be better to mention all parts. 



Section 2
- line 40: „built with 65 nm CMOS technology”  “designed in 65 nm CMOS 

technology” or perhaps “fabricated in 65 nm CMOS technology”
- line 40: 65\,nm
- line 43: “and for the“  „and one for the“
- line 44: it is not clear what Q is, the threshold? in units of charge? It seems

also not needed here.
- line 45: here you introduce MIP again
- line 49: fix distances in 200\,ps and 25\,ns
- line 53: comma needed before „is shown“
- Fig. 4: You have „1.6 Gb/s“ in the sketch for the stub readout, but in practise 

this is 5 x 320 Gb/s, correct? I would find this more clear, because on the FEH 
data are not transmitted at 1.6Gb/s. 

- Fig. 4: typo „Stup“

Section 3.1
- line 66: „the sensor thickness is 240 µm” : you never say if this is the active or 

physical thickness. Please clarify this, and quote both numbers. 
- line 68: fix distance in 350V
- line 69: “where”  “were”
- line 75: “standard discriminator threshold“ : it is here not very clear what you 

mean with „standard“. Probably you mean „the one that is not the HIP 
threshold“. Please find a better way to phrase this, or drop „standard“.

- Fig. 5, caption:
- the word „through“ in 5th line should be removed
- in line 5: „which are in turn bump bonded“ : I think this should read 

„wire-bonded“ !

Section 3.2
- line 88: no comma here
- line 89: „and cover an active area”: it is not clear who is covering. Start a new 

sentence. You are squeezing too much into one sentence here.
- line 94: “which have the better resolution” : this cannot be understood 

because you never explain in what direction the strips are pointing. Explain in 
lines 88/89 or so how the strip sensors and pixel sensors or the telescope are 
oriented. 

- Fig. 6, caption: repetition “at the at the“



Section 3.3
- line 102: „Kinetex“  „Kintex“  !
- line 104: „via I2C“  „via the I2C“
- line 109: please write the x in „2xSSA“ as you do at other places, not as the 

letter x but as \times I guess
- line 113: „... based on artdaq [14], andmaintained by Fermilab and processed 

with theMonicelli software package“ : this sentence is grammatically not 
correct, the data are processed, not the program, you are trying to say too 
much in 1 sentence. Split in two sentences. 

Section 4
Unfortunately due to the formula the whole paragraph has line number 18...
- line 118: typo in „interstip“
- line 118: is the forward ref to Fig. 11 really needed here?
- line 118, page 6, 2nd line: „and an supply voltage“  „and a supply voltage“
- line 118, page 6, middle: „a charges may diffuse“  „charges may diffuse“
- line 18, page 6, lower half: „and subtracting it from the adjacent strip” : I 

think this should be “and subtracting it from the traversed strip”
- line 18, page 6, 4 lines above formula: typo “Ths noise“
- line 120: „x_e is“  „and x_e is“
- line 121: „gaussian“  „Gaussian distribution“
- Table 1: in 2nd column you may want to add brackets around the values, e.g.

(20.6+/-0.2)ke

Section 5.1
- line 126: I am not sure „Data preparation“ fits well as a section title. You are 

also showing nice cluster distributions here...

Section 5.2
- line 146: suggest to remove „seen in Fig. 6“ : it does not read well and you 

are refering to Fig. 6 in line 148, which is sufficient
- line 148: „around the rotated x axis“: I don‘t understand what you mean with 

„rotated“ here, perhaps the word can simply be dropped?
- Fig. 8, caption: in the last line „of y-position“  „of the y-position“



Section 5.4
- line 186: „and counted as a matched hit if they are” : again this is 

grammatically and semantically not working, what is counted? Perhaps “and 
hits are counted as matched if they are”. Or simply split into two sentences. 

- line 202, line 204: twice “This information”, rephrase one of them
- line 204: “can be combined with data from other modules in CMS” : I think 

you mean “subdetectors” here instead of “modules”
- Fig. 12: This figure would profit from a more informative legend. Suggestion:

0°, standard threshold ... / 0°, HIP threshold ...

Section 5.5
- line 212: typo “s a”  “as a”
- line 213: the word “for” needs to be removed
- line 216, Fig. 13, Fig. 14: I am still confused by the factor of 1/cos alpha that is 

taking into account the angle dependence of the telescope resolution. Why 
are you quoting the value for alpha = 0° in all sub-figures of Fig. 13 and 14? 
Should the sigma in those plots not be corrected for the angle?

- Fig. 14, caption: in last line use proper minus sign in “-50µm”

Section 6:
- line 239: spurios space after “18°”.



References
The references are still very buggy! Please sort this out. In particular I noticed:

- add always a comma before the DOI, as you do in [1]
- protect the capitalization of the title, this affects [5], [6], [13]
- you are almost always missing the page number(s) of the article, meaning 

that your journal reference is incomplete! This affects [2], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], 
[10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [16]

- More specific comments below:

[1] It seems you are just referring to the 1st chapter of the report – why?? It 
should read: “High-Luminosity Large Hadron Collider (HL-LHC) : Preliminary 
Design Report”, the report number is CERN-2015-005, and the DOI is also not 
corret, it should be https://cds.cern.ch/record/2116337
[4] replace this reference, see my comment to the text
[5] remove the text on the conference, not common to mention it
[6] remove text on conference
[8] this should be formated as „PoS(TWEPP-17)031“
[9] Author is not correct, and format as given in [8]
[11] Author is not correct! Remove „jun“
[13] Remove „03“
[16] Remove „no. 1“

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2116337
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